Animalps Productions presents in co-production with Luchafilms, Phare Performing Social Enterprise and Xanadoo Limited

“An animated road movie for the whole family.”

A film by Fabrice Beau

“Funny and sensitive in the same time.”
“An intimate and universal story”
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Synopsis
With his partner Francesca, Fabrice leaves Paris
and flies off to Cambodia. He is going to touch the
soil of his country of origin for the first time since he
was six-months-old.
When he was still a baby, Fabrice was adopted by
French parents. It is as an adult that he finds himself
again on Khmer soil - enthusiasm and curiosity push
him on.
Fabrice and Francesca find themselves on a rocky
adventure, in which the ordinary melds with the
extraordinary. Gradually, the events are going to
reveal the existence of Fabrice’s Khmer parents,
birth parents without a face…

I was born in 1974 in Cambodia. Still a baby, I found myself in a private hospital in the South Vietnam. I do
not know how I arrived there. Nor why. The only thing that I know, is that somebody cared for me there, and
saved, because it seems that I was a baby really very sick. Then I took the plane for France. The Cambodian
baby became a French baby, adopted by a Breton mom and a dad of Bordeaux. So I grew up and was
brought up in France. I was in fact very fortunate, we can say it.
My foster parents have never hidden me where I came from, the difficult context of the times, the Khmer
history and culture. I was interested in all that, but I was limited only to books, movies and documentaries.
I thought to myself more and more: one day, I would like to go to visit my country of origin, to discover it. To
come back there, can we say? Such a decision was not so simple. Apprehensions. Fears. Did I feel ready to
see, to smell, to touch Cambodia? But it would also be the opportunity to see for real the Angkor temples.
The dream could become reality…

Director’s statement

The decision was made: during the summer 2010, my
partner and I, we flew away to Cambodia. For a month, I
memorized so many images in my head; I listened to the
noise of the city, the jungle one, and I smelt the odors
of the street markets.
All these memories ask only to be shared. I was ready
to tell this experience: so, I began to write this animation
feature film screenplay. The story is a mixture of real
facts with imagination. I wished to mix the fully lived
moments with fantasy, onirism, action and humor.
THE KHMER SMILE invites to share emotions and mystery
with a family public. The movie is the testimony of an
adopted child. It is also a discovery of a country and
its culture. But it is especially a personal adventure,
with endearing characters, action and suspense. I
evolve for several years in the field of animation, and
that is why this screenplay is written in order that
drawings come to life.
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TECHNICAL
DETAILS

Fabrice Beau
Original Title 		
Genre 			
Audience 		
Country of Production
Years of Production
Length 			
Shooting format
Screening Format
Languages 		

The Khmer Smile
Animated road movie
Family
France, Cambodia
2019, 2020
70 minutes
2D animation, 2K
DCP, 24fps
French (with English subtitles)

Film Director

“I want to mix lived moments
with onirism and magic,
action and humor.”
Mini biography
Fabrice discovers the animation field in 1992, during an
internship at the Disney studios of Montreuil. Then, quickly,
he starts to work as a 2D animator at Haïku Studio, on the
cinematic scenes of a video game.
In 1996, he evolves as young Producer and Director at the
Studio Carnitoons, then at DreamKatcher: his clients are
varied companies (Sony Wonder, Toon Factory, Télé Images,
Compass International, Productions on the Parkway...).
Fabrice collaborated with numerous production companies
(Productions d’Images, 2 Minutes, L&T Multimedia, Fei
Productions,...) either as Author, Director or Development
Manager. His work experience and his versatility allow him
to know securely the creation, development and production
processes.
In 2015, Fabrice creates his own production company,
Animalps Productions, in which he intends to produce, among
other things, his 1st full-length film « The Khmer Smile »…

CREW

Director and Writer		
Artwork 			
Music				
Producers 			
Line Producer 			
Production Company 		
Co-production Companies
Studio				

Fabrice Beau
Fabrice Beau, Francesca Capellini
Emilie Rambaud
Fabrice Beau, Jeanne Basset, Dara Huot
Jeanne Basset
Animalps Productions
Luchafilms, Phare Performing Social Enterprise, Xanadoo Limited
Phare Creative Studio

For more informations:
Fabrice Beau • Animalps Productions (Annecy) • +33 (0)6 20 87 89 14 • fabrice.beau@animalpsproductions.com • www.animalpsproductions.com
Jeanne Basset • Luchafilms (Chambéry) • +33 (0)6 75 92 06 13 • jeannebasset@luchafilms.fr • www.luchafilms-productions.fr
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• Project selected “in concept” •
Cartoon Movie
2016

